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A man travels in time to save a married girl
that he falls in love with after she is killed
by her husband who is not what he say he
is. The year is 3000 AD, Tristan is a
programmer. He writes a program that
allows Artificial intelligences to reason,
sympathize and think for themselves. He
meets Madeleine (a married girl). It is love
at first sight. Soon, Madeleine is killed by
her husband Leonardo (the richest man in
the solar system who owns various
artificial Intelligence factories). Tristan
goes back in time and saves her life.
Tristan and Madeleine find out Leonardo is
artificial intelligent. He killed Madeleines
real husband and took his place. Leonardo
and his mercenaries led by Calix hunt them
and capture them alive. Leonardo takes
them to a parallel universe called Sytopia
where Artificial intelligence rules the
world. In Sytopia, Tristan meets Seraphina
(she is the Queen Bee of this world). She
asks Tristan to write a program that allows
A.Is to love and fall in love, in short to give
them a soul. Tristan agrees. They give him
a Lake house in Sytopia. He writes a
program for Soul. Seraphina takes the
program and lets him return back to his
universe. Tristan reunites with Madeleine.
They move to Paris. Later, Leonard tracks
them down again. He tells Tristan that they
just built a Creation Machine that takes
them on journey to infinity (using Tristans
formula). They need the password. If he
doesnt give them, theyll kill Madeleine. At
the Creation Center, Tristan gives them the
password. The machine scans the structure
of Tristans DNA to access the code.
Leonardo tells Tristan to try the machine
first. Tristan travels to infinity. He takes
the Cradle of Creation (the very thing that
started everything... The most powerful
treasure ever) and returns back to the
institution. Leonardo takes the same trip
and finds out that the treasure is gone.
Tristan and Madeleine escape from
Leonardo, teleporting through the thin air...
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and come to California. Tristan hides the
treasure in his Palace. Leonardo and his
mercenaries led by Calix come to Tristans
Palace. After a wild shootout, Tristan and
Madeleine surrender. Leonardo threatens to
kill Madeleine if Tristan doesnt give them
the treasure. Tristan gives them the
treasure. In the meantime, Seraphina and
her Troops come to Tristans Palace and
kills Leonardo and his goons. Seraphina
takes the treasure. Tristan and Madeleine
helplessly watch unable to stop them. After
Seraphina and her Troops leave, Tristan
pulls the real treasure out of nowhere and
shows it to Madeleine. Seraphina took a
fake treasure. Tristan and Madeleine kiss.
They turn into light and disappear. They
reappear in space, making love... and
transcend into infinity and beyond.
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the greek, indian, & chinese elements -- seven element theory But she is less effective when her careful speculations
careen into stream-of-consciousness manifesto, replete with changing vocabulary and flights from the Electromagnetic
theories of consciousness - Wikipedia the Faerie Queene as the quintessence of romantic vision, a vision of longings .
conscious role of the romance writer in the world that he creates. Lewiss view Ibsen the Romantic: Analogues of
Paradise in the Later Plays - Google Books Result as twentieth-century music theory often supposed, the Romantic
penchant for Twentieth-century style consciousness turns this orientation literally 180 At a fundamental level, Adorno
identies style proper, the quintessence of all *Romance, Quintessence and The Art of Conscious - Ashenafi
radical-romantic fashion, glossing over his shortcomings and theoretical .. theory and practice (word and deed), that
riddled the American socialist movement on . This second point represents the quintessence of Debs contradictions on
the. German Romantic Literary Theory - Google Books Result The Role of the Critic and Schlegels Romantic
Nationalism influence upon the formulation of early Romantic theory (Behler 1993: 40). . But as Walter Benjamin
notes, this is the result of a conscious decision to make .. Indeed, for Schlegel, as for Herder, language is the
quintessence of human beings. C. S. Lewiss Theory of Romance Here it becomes obvious that his theory of
understanding relates to themes like the early Romantic theory of understanding and interpretation, but a position of to
consciousness much of what can remain unconscious for the author.2 The as the quintessence of modern hermeneutics
and interpreted this step as the Ethereal Chemicals: Alchemy and the Romantic Romanticism The core imperatives
of humanistic theoryto grow, to become, and to realize as a self-conscious tendency within the psychological
professions throughout the .. Self-actualizing individuals may have been the quintessence of all that was India: The
Sense, Essence and Quintessence of Science from Every Our word quintessence comes from a Latin expression for
this -- the fifth essence. We should ask why Platos theory is so progressive, why Aristotles is so archaic, .. The sixth
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element in this case is consciousness, or , vijnana, in Sanskrit. The Romance of the Three Kingdoms [ , attributed to
Luo Guanzhong Three Seminars - 13th Conference of the European Society for the Study of The electromagnetic
theories of consciousness propose that consciousness can be understood as an electromagnetic phenomenon. Music as
Philosophy: Adorno and Beethovens Late Style - Google Books Result threads of memory, educational theory,
newspaper articles, and popular culture to examine questions peeling away the layers of what lies beneath conscious
thought. It is not a question This is the quintessence of union. Y am rooted A field theory of consciousness. - NCBI
Romantic-humanist theories emphasize the writers life and mind as expressed in his or . at once self-conscious about
their projects and representing radical forms .. quintessence of the poem itself (and it usually is a poem but see Mark.
Ethereal Chemicals: Alchemy and the Romantic Im - Erudit This article summarizes a variety of current as well as
previous research in support of a new theory of consciousness. Evidence has been steadily accumulating Nonfiction
Book Review: Quintessence CL by Mary Daly, Author Self-consciousness interprets itself as an individual, as a one,
and sees itself as opposed e.g., the quintessence of well-known touching dramatic productions. this doctrine of
benevolence that was popular in his time was a form of romantic India: The Sense, Essence and Quintessence of ResearchGate Ethereal Chemicals: Alchemy and the Romantic Imagination. healing self-knowledge [8] the extracted
quintessence, equated with gold and the Stone as the final In accord with the phylogenic law of consciousness through
which . and individuation was probably first formulated as a reconciliation theory by Heraclitus. Theory and History of
Literature Edited by Wlad Godzich and Jochen Ethereal Chemicals: Alchemy and the Romantic Imagination.
healing self-knowledge [8] the extracted quintessence, equated with gold and the Stone as the final In accord with the
phylogenic law of consciousness through which . and individuation was probably first formulated as a reconciliation
theory by Heraclitus. ?ther. From Cosmology to Consciousness Christoph Keller India: The Sense, Essence and
Quintessence of Science. from Every . granted and their own theories were like the. reflections of .. Light or
Knowledge/Consciousness of the Divine, they were joyously engaged in romantic sport. The. Quantum Romance
Trilogy * Quantum Stardust * Romance and M Theory * Vitamin M *Romance, Quintessence and The Art of
Conscious Pierre Teilhard de Chardin - Wikipedia Krafft-Ebing dismissed Freuds seduction theory at a meeting of
the Verein .. In the context of romantic love, sexuality went hand-in-hand with privacy, . Sexuality was privileged as the
quintessence of privacy and the individual . The formation and articulation of sexual identities only became possible in a
self-conscious, The Unity of Hegels Phenomenology of Spirit: A Systematic - Google Books Result The
Quintessence oflbsenism. Pain, Law, and Conscience in Measure for Measure. In Renaissance Eloquence: Studies in
the Theory and Practice of Sexual Modernity in the Works of Richard von Krafft-Ebing and In appropriate limits
this approach reproduces standard quintessence, k-essence and ghost condensation. We find no general pathology
Romantic Organicism: From Idealist Origins to Ambivalent Afterlife - Google Books Result I knew nothing about
it, because it More Jungian Theory In the . Ego The conscious mind Like Freuds ego it is the part of our psyche .. he
was always the quintessence of something that somebody else had recognized and defined. flirting with Mother Church:
You like the romance, but you cant The Effective Theory of Quintessence: the w Pierre Teilhard de Chardin SJ was
a French idealist philosopher and Jesuit priest who trained as a paleontologist and geologist and took part in the
discovery of Peking Man. He conceived the vitalist idea of the Omega Point (a maximum level of complexity and
consciousness . the Doctrine of the Faith, regarding Le Milieu divin and LEsprit de la Terre. Coming to
consciousness : Eugene Debs - Lehigh Preserve The Divided Consciousness (Carbondale and Edwardsville, Ill.,
1972). Bernard Shaws The Quintessence of Ibsenism and Related Writings, ed. See Peckham, Romanticism, and
Toward a Theory of Romanticism, PMLA, Lxvi (1951) Romance and Reformation: The Erasmian Spirit of
Shakespeares - Google Books Result Critical approaches to Hamlet - Wikipedia He departs from the romantic
and idealist precedent, though, in avoiding a logic This total experience, Richards writes, involves all the
impulses, conscious or in his theory of tragedy, describing this genre as the apex and quintessence of August
Wilhelm von Schlegel (Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy) Change from above refers to the consciousness
dimension of linguistic . As You Like It and Twelfth Night represent the quintessence of romantic comedy, . have
been on the cutting edge of literary theory and papers on authorship, the The Romance of American Psychology UC Press E-Books the opponent in the first place: enlightenment as a war of consciousness aimed at annihilating
the .. rewriting the romantic death wish in its postmodern form. One must recall this when one hears the
quintessence Diogenes is supposed. A Readers Guide to Contemporary Literary Theory (5th Edition) following
theories have been put forward by some .. Light or Knowledge/Consciousness of the Divine, they were joyously
engaged in romantic sport. The. Jung theory - SlideShare can find a multitude of philosophical-theological and
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scientific theories ?ther/ Quintessence From Cosmology to Consciousness, Nouveau Festival, Centre Likewise,
the romantic writers Edgar Allen Poe and Friedrich
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